As a particular case of the Finite Mixture Model (FMM), Rayleigh Mixture Model (RMM) is considered as a useful tool for medical ultrasound (US) image segmentation. However, conventional RMM relies on intensity distribution only and does not take any spatial information into account that leads to misclassification on boundaries and inhomogeneous regions. In this paper, we propose an improved RMM with Neighbour information (RMMN) to solve this problem by introducing neighbourhood information through a mean template. The incorporation of the spatial information made RMMN more robust to noise on the boundaries. The size of the window which incorporates neighbour information was resized adaptively according to the local gradient distribution. We evaluated our model on experiments on synthetic data and real US images used by High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) therapy. On this data, we demonstrated that that the proposed model outperforms several state-of-art methods in terms of both segmentation accuracy and computation time.
Introduction
Image segmentation is an active research topic in image analysis and computer vision. It simplifies the understanding of an image from thousands of pixels to a few regions of interests. Broadly, the segmentation methods can be divided into four categories: threshold-based, clustering, edge detection, and region growing methods [1] .
There are several image segmentation techniques [2] . Traditional threshold-based methods such as Otsus depend on grey level histogram are widely used because of their simplicity and efficiency. However, they are generally not suitable for medical image since the grey level histogram is more complex. Clustering methods are commonly applied for medical image segmentation. Among them, K-means means algorithm is a commonly used unsupervised clustering method. The main disadvantage of the K-means algorithm is that it relies too much on the initial values. A bad initialization leads generally to a bad segmentation result.
Finite Mixture Model (FMM) is one of the most widely used clustering models for image seg-1 mentation. Mathematically, it can be considered as a linear combination of prior and conditional probabilities [3, 4] . Image segmentation and classification based on FMM has been reported in the literature [5, 6, 7] . A survey about the finite mixture model can be found in [8] . The key point of any FMM is the choice of the probability distribution which mainly depends on the front-end applications. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is the most commonly used case of FMM by assuming that the intensity distribution follows a Gaussian distribution [9, 10, 11] . The choice of a Gaussian distribution is justified by the fact that it approximates the asymptotic behaviour of many probability distributions. The main advantage of GMM is that it is easy to implement and it has only a few parameters. In a GMM, the parameter learning can be easily achieved by using the maximum likelihood algorithm (ML) or the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . The segmentation of Ultrasound (US) image is more particular compared to the segmentation of other medical images modalities [17] . In US images, the information is mainly composed of speckle patterns. Speckles come from the interference of the US signal scattered by the tissues micro in-homogeneities (tissues cells, capillaries, blood cells, and so on). Because the spatial distribution of the micro in-homogeneities is specific to each tissue, the speckle pattern is also specific to each tissue. The assumption can be stated that some statistics on the speckle distribution can be used to characterize the observed tissues [18] . Jakeman [19] and Insana et al. [20] made the assumption that the speckle intensities in US data follow a Rician distribution. Dutt et al. [21] and Prager et al. [22] claimed that the distribution is more likely a K distribution. Shankar [23] considered that the data follows a Nakagami distribution. But more generally, when a large amount of scatterers is locally distributed inside a small area, it has been demonstrated that the statistics of the envelop of the received signal follow a Rayleigh distribution [18, 24] . For this reason, some authors proposed to adapt the FMM segmentation framework for the US data analysis by estimating a Rayleigh Mixture Model (RMM) [25, 26] . When it is applied to US images, RMM seems to be a more flexible and powerful statistical model for data classification. For example, Seabra et al. [25] made use of RMM as a feature for intravascular US image classification. In their texture classification framework, RMM seems to provide one of the most pertinent texture features to accurately describe different plaque types and so to significantly improve the characterization performance. Pereyra et al. [26] found that α-Rayleigh distributions were able to represent the statistics of ultrasound images for skin lesions characterization.
However, as any other models based only on the image intensities, the performance of the RMM is sensitive to noise and image level contrast. In order to overcome this problem, various methods have been proposed to incorporate neighbourhood information into FMM, focused on prior or conditional probability. Mixture models with Markov Random Field (MRF) have been employed to impose spatial constraints between neighbouring pixels in GMM [27, 28] and more recently in RMM [26] . In this class of methods, the MRF models the joint distribution of the priors between each pixel labels. However, the use of MRF in the model estimation has two main drawbacks. First it induces a growth of the number of parameters and second it has to be estimated at each iteration of the EM algorithm. These drawbacks lead to an increase of the computational complexity. With lower complexity, Tang et al. [29] modified the classical FMM intensity-only distributions estimation by incorporating spatial information to GMM through a mean template. More recently, Zhang et al. [30] extended this idea and proposed to use respectively a weighted arithmetic mean template or a weighted geometric mean template. The several variants proposed by Zhang et al. eliminated the noise and so improved the segmentation accuracy. However, the probability window size had to be chosen manually and was fixed during the processing.
The paper proposes an improved model, the Rayleigh Mixture Model with Neighbourhood in-formation (RMMN) for US image segmentation. The proposed technique incorporates neighbour information to both prior and conditional probability by means of a weighted arithmetic mean template. Moreover, the size of this probability window is adapted according to the local gradient distribution. In our opinion, RMMN will have at least the following advantages: (1) it effectively improves the classification accuracy since the Rayleigh distributions are well adapted for US images; (2) it reduces the computation time because the proposed model has fewer parameters to be estimated. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical background of RMM and EM algorithm for parameter learning is presented. In section 3, the RMMN which incorporates the mean template and adaptive window size is described in detail. Section 4 provides the experimental results and some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Rayleigh Mixture Model for Ultrasound Image Characterizations: Mathematical Background

RMM (Rayleigh distributions Mixture Model)
The general FMM framework is summarized as follows. A description of the symbols used to describe the mathematical model is shown in Table 1 .
Symbol description y i
The i-th pixel of an image N The number of pixels in an image Ω j
The j-th class in an image L
The number of classes in an image N i
The neighbourhood pixels of the i-th pixel p(y i |τ j ) The Rayleigh distribution τ j The covariance of p(y i |τ j ) π j
The prior probability of all pixel belonging to Ω j γ i,j
The posterior probability of all the pixel y i belonging to Ω j τ ij
The covariance of p(y i |τ j ) by incorporating neighbour πij
The prior probability of all pixel belonging to Ω j by incorporating neighbour information R i
The normalized factor of the mean template Table 1 List of the symbols used in the paper.
Let Y = {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y N } be a set of N pixel intensities of a given region of interest from one image. The main objective is to cluster a dataset of N pixels into L labels, where the pixels from the same class will have the same label. The conditional probability distribution of the pixel y i corresponding to the jth label is denoted by p(y i |Ω j ), which is governed by the set of parameters Ω j . Pixel intensities are considered as a random variable, which is described by the following mixture of L distributions:
3 where y i denotes the ith pixel of the image, Ψ = {π 1 , π 2 · · · π L , Ω 1 , Ω 2 · · · Ω L } is the parameters set of the FMM, π j denotes the prior distributions satisfying L j=1 π j = 1, 0 ≤ π j ≤ 1. In some related works, π j is also called the coefficient of the jth component in the mixture model. As shown in (2.1), the mixture model relies on p(y i |Ω j ) to model the underlying distributions. Various FMM based methods differ in the used distributions to model the data. In US images application, the intensity distributions have been demonstrated to be Rayleigh distributions due to the speckle [18, 24] (Fig. 1) .
The Rayleigh probability density function (PDF) p(y i |Ω j ) corresponding to label j, is given by:
where τ j denotes the covariance of the Rayleigh probability density function. Thus, p(y i |Ψ) of the RMM can be written as:
where Ψ = {π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π L , τ 1 , τ 2 , · · · , τ L } denotes the set of parameters that includes the coefficients {π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π L } and the covariances {τ 1 , τ 2 , · · · , τ L }. 
EM algorithm
EM is most used algorithm to estimate the set of parameters. The log-likelihood function is expressed as:
The parameters set Ψ = {π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π L , τ 1 , τ 2 , · · · , τ L } is estimated by maximizing this likelihood function:
A hidden variable K = {k i } is defined, k i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}, where k i = j denotes that the probability p(y i |τ j ) is generated by the jth component. (4) becomes:
However, the maximization of (6) is still difficult when the hidden parameters set K is not known. EM algorithm is an iterative process which updates the parameters until convergence. It contains two steps: the Expectation step (E-step) which computes the expected value of the loglikelihood function, while the Maximization step (M-step) is to update the parameters set in order to maximize the expectation.
In the E-step, the expectation with respect to K is computed as follows [12] :
where γ i,j denotes the posterior distribution of the observed variables, which is defined as:
and it satisfies the constraint L j=1 γ i,j = 1. In the M-step, the parameters π j and τ j can be updated by means of Q:
where τ j is achieved using the posterior probability γ i,j and also the pixels information y i . The final parameters set is obtained after convergence of the EM algorithm. The condition of convergence is generally considered as |Ψ n+1 − Ψ n | < . The stopping threshold must be small, i.e. in the proposed model it was set to be 10 −8 .
Rayleigh Mixture Model with Spatial Information
Incorporating Neighbor Spatial Information
As aforementioned in previously, Rayleigh distribution is well suited to describe the intensity distributions of the speckle in US images since it is directly related to the physics of the image formation. However, as any Finite Mixture Model, RMM is only based on the pixel intensities without any spatial information but this information is very important in image classification. Neighbourhood information is one of the most important spatial information. In fact, the classification probabilities assigned to the neighbourhoods pixels should affect the probabilities of the current pixel. In order to incorporate neighbourhood information into the conventional RMM, we adopted a neighbourhood weight strategy by an adaptive weighted template to ensure the conditional probability of each pixel belonging to Ω j class to be affected by the neighbours. Inspired by the method introduced in [30] , the neighbourhood class distribution information is defined as a weighted template that impacts the current class distribution. We defined the neighbourhood weighted probability as:
The main difference to (3), is that, π j is changed to π ij that denotes that the prior distribution of pixel y i belongs to class j. We also adopted a weight window for the conditional distribution probabilities:
Where N i denotes the neighbourhood window of the current pixel, ω m is the weight associate to pixel y m , m ∈ i, and R i is a normalizing factor which is the sum of the pixels in N i including the current pixel. In our model, the EM algorithm was also used for the parameters estimation.
In the E-step, the expectation Q was calculated as:
where the posterior distribution γ i,j was modified as:
In the M-step, the parameter τ ij that incorporates neighbour information was estimated as follows:
For a specific weight window, the prior probability π ij was written as follows:
From (13) to (16) , ω m , N i , and R i are the same denotations as defined in (12) , γ i,j denotes the posterior probability as defined in (8) .
The EM algorithm was processed iteratively until convergence. Notice that there are now two parameters π ij and τ ij to be estimate in the M-step.
Adaptive window size
As seen in (12) , the incorporation of neighbour spatial information is directly related on the neighbourhood window N i around the current pixel with ω m the probability weights. In this subsection, 6 we will discuss about the properties and definition of this probability window. The probability window manages the neighbour information. The simplest probability window choice is the mean template: the probability window size is fixed and chosen as 3 × 3 and all elements in N i are equal to 1, ω m =, m ∈ N i . However, such a fixed window size is not satisfactory in the sense that we expect to integrate more information in homogeneous regions and, in counterpart, to decrease the window size on the region boundaries in order to gain accuracy on the region border estimation.
Locally, the distribution of the pixels' gradient magnitude distribution reflects the image homogeneity: gradient magnitude values are small or basically equals in homogeneous region whereas are high in inhomogeneous regions. We propose to adapt the window size according on the local gradient magnitude distribution. For a specific pixel, the windows size will be estimated as follows. Let us begin with a small 3 × 3 window size. The mean and the variance of the gradient magnitude of the pixels inside the window reflect the local homogeneity or in-homogeneity. The window size is then expanded while the mean and the variance of all elements inside the window are less than a given threshold.
In more details, the procedure of the adaptive window size estimation is as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the window size to 3 × 3, initialize the iterative step to d = 0.
Step 2: Update d = d + 1.
Expand the probability window size to (3 + d · 2) × (3 + d · 2). (a) Compute the mean value G loc−mean of the gradients magnitude of the pixels inside the window. If G loc−mean < T mean (T mean is a manual defined fixed threshold), go to step 2; else, go to (b).
(b) Compute the variance G loc−var of the gradients magnitude of the pixels inside the window.: if G loc−var < T var (T var is a manual defined fixed threshold), go to step 2; else, go to step 3.
Step 3: Shrink the probability window to (n − d · 2) × (n − d · 2). In this window set ω m = 1, m ∈ N i . This process can be performed once before the EM algorithm. First a global gradient magnitude map G global is computed for the entire image. Then the windows size is estimated from G global for each pixel and stored in memory before to be used in the EM algorithm.
Complete algorithm
In summary the main procedure of the proposed mixture model is as follows:
Step 1: Initialization Initialize the parameters set Ψ, the covariance values τ ij , and the prior distributions π ij .
Step 2: Window size estimation.
(a) Compute the global gradient magnitude map G global . (b) Estimate and store the window size for each pixel using the information of G global .
Step 3: E-step.
Evaluate the posterior distribution γ ij in (14) using the current parameters set.
Step 4: M-step.
(a) Update the covariance values τ ij by using (15) .
(b) Update the prior distributions π ij by using (16).
Step 5: Evaluate the expectation value Q in (13) and check the convergence of either the expectation value or the parameter values. If the convergence is reached, finish; else go to step 3.
Experiments and discussions
In this section, several experiments have been conducted on synthetic and real ultrasound data. The experiments were performed on an Intel i5 Core 2.8 GHz CPU with 12.0 GB RAM, with MATLAB R2013a.
Experiments on Synthetic Data
Two kinds of synthetic US images with progressive anatomical realism were used. The first image was composed of an elliptically-shaped region within a background region (Fig. 2 (a) ), called Elliptical Image in the rest of the paper. The second was simulated from a segmented CT image of a human abdomen including the liver and a kidney ( Fig. 2 (b) ), called Abdomen Image. Each tissue (region) of these images was characterized by a specific acoustic impedance and a spatial distribution of scatterers. The simulated method predicted the appearance and properties of a B-Scan US image from a probe model and these region parameters [31] . The parameters dened in [31] were used for the simulated Abdomen Image. For the Elliptical Image, we assigned to the elliptic and the background region the parameters dened in [31] for liver and fat, respectively. For both images, we simulated an US image acquired with a C2-5 circular US scanning 3.5 MHz probe. In these images, the greyscale depended only on the spatial distribution of the scatterers. The image size was 1352 × 1149 for both images. On all the methods, the processing was performed on the available information inside the US beam only. The ground truth of these two images is shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) . We have compared our proposed RMMN model to two conventional FMMs without neighbourhood information: Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Rayleigh Mixture Model (RMM), and to the two methods which are considered as references when incorporating spatial information: Hidden Markov Random Field model with Fuzzy C-Means clustering (HMRF-FCM) [28] , and the incorporation of an arithmetic mean template to both the conditional and prior probabilities to a Gaussian Mixture Model (ACAP) [30] .
The presentation of the model mixture on 2D data is difficult. We proposed to present the distribution as a colour image. First we assigned a specific colour C k to each class k of our model. For each pixel, the FMM was then encoded by the following colour composition formula:
where C(y i ) is the specified colour assigned to the ith pixel and C k is the colour assigned to the kth class.
For Elliptic Image, we set the number of classes to be L = 2. The performances of the different methods including HMRF-FCM, GMM, ACAP, RMM, and RMMN are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a)-(e). On these images the pixel colours are given using (17) with green for 'background' and red for 'elliptic region'. Fig. 3 (a) presents the segmentation by HMRF-FCM which is blurry since oversmooth. Fig. 3 (b) and (c) present respectively the classification by GMM and ACAP. It can be noticed that the contour of the ellipse is not smooth. Some pixels on the border are misclassified. The incorporated neighbourhood information by ACAP seems not improving GMM in the US image context. Fig. 3 (d) and (e) present the results by RMM and RMMN, respectively. The boundary is much better defined using RMM than GMM as shown in Fig. 3 (b) and (c). The result on RMMN ( Fig. 3 (e) ) proves that the incorporation of neighbourhood information in the RMM scheme improves significantly the classification. It is shown that Rayleigh Mixture Model with spatial information is superior to the other methods. Fig. 4 shows the results of the different methods applied on Abdomen image. Two classes (L = 2) are considered in this experiment, one class indicated the liver using red while the other class indicated the non-liver (mainly fat and a muscle) using green instead. Fig. 4 (b) and (d) present the classification results of the two models without spatial information, GMM and RMM, respectively. We can see that there are some misclassified pixels either inside the tissue or on the border. The accuracy of the classification results achieved by the models with spatial information (HMRF-FCM, ACAP and RMMN, respectively) are better than those without spatial information. The segmentation by HMRF-FCM, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) , is blurry and over-smooth. ACAP, as shown in Fig. 4 (c) , is better than HMRF-FCM whereas there are still some misclassifications in the liver region. It can be noticed that the segmentation result achieved by RMMN, as shown in Fig. 4 (e) , shows a more homogeneous liver region than HMRF-FCM and ACAP.
We employed the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) [32] between the ground truth and the classified images in order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed methods.
where R s denotes the target region of the classified images, R g denotes the target region of the ground truth and |•| the number of pixels of the regions. The ground truths are shown in Fig. 2 (c,  d) . The DSC returns a value between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating a total miss-classification and with 1 indicating a perfect pixel classification. The DSCs shown in Table 2 confirm the previous qualitative evaluation. Compared to other methods, the proposed method yields the best segmentation results with the highest DSC values. On the Elliptical Image, there is 10.5% difference on DSC between ACAP and RMMN, this indicates that Rayleigh mixture models are much suitable for characterizing US image than Gaussian mixture models. The 2.8% difference between RMM and RMMN indicates that incorporating spatial information improves the segmentation accuracy. However, the DSCs are relatively low, mainly because the speckle size changes from the top to the bottom of the image, the intensity distributions in the same region is not the same from the top to the bottom of the image. This distribution shift is difficult to handle by a global mixture model so lots of pixels are misclassified on the top of the image. We also evaluate the computation time cost of these methods for comparison (Table 3) . For Elliptical Image, HMRF-FCM has the highest time cost and takes 1624.1 s to segment the image. GMM is the sub-slowest method which takes 301.6 s. ACAP, RMM and RMMN take 55.5 s, 14.2 s and 13.6 s, respectively. The computation time of RMMN is sharply reduced and is nearly 1% of HMRF-FCM, 5% of GMM and 24% of ACAP. For Abdomen Image, HMRF-FCM takes 1584.5 s to segment the image. GMM still is the sub-slowest method which takes 267.6 s. ACAP, RMM and RMMN take 51.0 s, 14.1 s and 13.7 s, respectively. The difference between GMM and RMM can be explained by the fact that only two parameters {π ij , τ ij } have to be estimated in a Rayleigh distribution while there are three parameters {π ij , µ ij , Σ ij } in a Gaussian distribution as shown in (13)- (16) . Compared to GMM, RMM avoids computing the time consuming covariance matrix Σ ij . More surprising, RMMN takes less computation time than RMM. The computation time loss used to incorporate the neighbour information seems to be compensated by a faster convergence.
In conclusion the proposed model is the most efficient since it has fewer parameters and an adaptive window size. Table 3 Computation time cost of synthetic images using several models.
Experiments on real US data
We evaluated also our method on real US images used to guide High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) therapies. HIFU ablation is considered as a safe, feasible and cost-effective alternative for the treatment of many diseases. Since HIFU is a non-invasive therapeutic procedure, it is applied for women patients with symptomatic uterine fibroids. In the middle of the HIFU probe, there is an US imaging device which is used to guide the therapy. These US images are used in a preoperative stage to estimate the fibroid location and in an intra-operative stage to estimate the limits of the fibroid in order to position the HIFU focal ablation spots over the lesion. During HIFU operation, the surgeon has to delineate manually the fibroid leading to a long processing time during which the patients has to wait in the treatment apparatus. An effective and efficient fibroid characterization method will help to reduce the doctors burden and relieve patients pain. We worked on 55 women patients to evaluate the proposed method. We also make comparison for HMCR-FCM, GMM, ACAP, RMM, and RMMN. For each method, we initialized the number of classes to 3 (L = 3). We examined the results qualitatively. Fig. 5 presents the segmentation results on 3 representative patients among the 55 women patients. One line represents a patient with (from left to right) the original uterine US images and segmentation results of HMRF-FCM, GMM, ACAP, RMM and RMMN, respectively. The colours of the segmentation images are set according to (17) with the C k s set to blue, green and red.
The upper line of Fig. 5 shows Patient 1 with a small uterine fibroid beside the bladder. Uterine fibroid is the target in HIFU therapy. The uterine fibroid is easy to locate since the bladder presents a hypoechogeneic (shadow) region. However, the blurred boundary of the uterine fibroid increases the localisation complexity. The segmentation result obtained using HMRF-FCM shows a homogeneous region for the bladder and the uterine fibroid. The boundary of the uterine fibroid is relatively well defined. GMM cannot distinguish the fibroid. ACAP can distinguish the fibroid but still blurs the bladder boundary. RMM has a better estimation of the fibroid boundary than ACAP but there are a number of fragments inside the uterine. RMMN shows a more homogeneous region and a clear boundary of the uterine fibroid.
The middle line of Fig. 5 shows Patient 2 with a big uterine fibroid. Compared to Patient 1, the uterine fibroid is more complex to locate since there is no external reference. The segmentation result using HMRF-FCM shows a homogeneous region and a clear boundary of the uterine fibroid. There are many fragments inside uterine and blurred boundaries in the segmentation results obtained using GMM, ACAP, and RMM. RMMN presents a homogeneous region of the uterine fibroid and a clear boundary.
The lower line of Fig. 5 shows Patient 3 with an irregular uterine fibroid. There is an artefact beside the uterine fibroid which makes it difficult to achieve its location. The segmentation result using HMRF-FCM shows a homogeneous uterine fibroid region and the artefact can be distinguished. The results of GMM, ACAP, and RMM present a number of fragments in the artefact region and a bad definition of the uterine fibroid boundary. The segmentation result of RMMN is in the same level of accuracy as HMRF-FCM.
This visual inspection shows that the results obtained by GMM, ACAP and RMM are really inhomogeneous. These results are highly fragmented and present also blurry boundaries. The presence of tinny fragments near the boundaries can disturb the estimation of the fibroids area needed by the HIFU therapy.
Some texture analysis features as the Homogeneity (also called the"Inverse Difference Moment") of grey-level co-occurrence matrix analysis [33] are directly related to the level of homogeneity. In order to quantitatively check our homogeneity ascertainment, we tried to compare the mean Homogeneity feature measured inside the fibroid between the several methods ( Table 4 ). As shown in Table 4 , HMRF-FCM has the highest average Homogeneity (0.968) inside the fibroid. GMM and RMM which does not take spatial information take the lowest one (≈ 0.93). ACAP achieves 0.94. RMMN takes almost the same value as HMRF-FCM. Table 4 Homogeneiy features measured on grey-level co-occurrence matrices using several models on real US data From the above-mentioned results, it is shown that incorporating spatial information into the Rayleigh distributions mixture model provides more homogeneous regions. The segmentation results using HMRF-FCM and our proposed method give more homogeneous regions on the uterine. Such homogeneous regions are needed to improve the therapy accuracy of the HIFU treatment.
Models
However, it can be clearly seen that none of these methods can be self-sufficient to perform alone the segmentation on US image. Even if in the best case, the results are too inhomogeneous to provide a direct segmentation of the data. Also, even if theoretically the speckle should follow a Rayleigh distribution, and so be better characterized by RMM and RMMN, it should be noticed that the real US images given by the ultrasound equipment are the results of some hidden postfiltering (attenuation compensation, "noise cancelling" and so on). Usually, the speckle on the end-user image no more follows a Rayleigh distribution. Nevertheless, we think that the ultrasound manufacturers could apply our method in the US treatment pipeline before these post-processing filters in order to be adjusted adequately to the characteristics of the data.
We also evaluated the computation time cost of the several methods applied on the real US data ( Table 5 ). As on the simulated data, HMRF-FCM has the highest computation time cost and takes a mean time of 113.9 s to segment an image. GMM is the sub-slowest method which takes 2.6 s. ACAP takes 2.7 s that is much faster than GMM. RMM and RMMN take both almost 0.8 s. The computation time cost of RMMN is sharply reduced compared to the other methods and is nearly 0.7% of HMRF-FCM and 30% of GMM and ACAP. Table 5 Computation time cost (in s) on real data using several models.
US images Mean time on
In conclusion, on the real images, our proposed model has almost the same segmentation results as HMRF-FCM but with a much faster computation time. This is especially interesting because real time is an important issue in US guided therapies. We hope that our method will be able to speed up the time used by therapists to locate uterine fibroids for HIFU therapy
Potential usage of RMMN
As mentioned in the literature and as we have noticed previously, FMM methods cannot be used self-sufficiently to perform the segmentation on US images. Classically, such methods are used as a pre-processing step to further treatment as region estimation using texture analysis or boundary estimation using active contours or level sets.
As an example of the potential use of our method, we incorporated the RMMN in a level set framework. Level set methods have been widely used in image processing and computer vision owing to its efficiency [34] . In our case, we tried to estimate the performance of the level set when it is applied directly to the original grey level Elliptical Image.
We applied level set method on two kinds of images: original US image and RMMN clustering image. The initializations of these two images are the same, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (c). When we applied on the original grey level US image directly, it can be observed on Fig. 6 (b) , that the outline of the elliptic region is not reached even after 300 iterations. Comparatively when we applied on the RMMN clustering image, the level set method was able to delineate the elliptical region only after 60 iterations, as shown in Fig. 6 (d) . The processing time reduced sharply by means of the initialization on the classification achieved by RMMN.
The objective of this section was not to show an accurate segmentation scheme but only to illustrate the ability of FMM methods to be integrated in more complex US image segmentation frameworks [35] . From the most used methods in US segmentation, we can for example mention texture analysis tools. These methods needs as homogeneous features as possible in order to perform the classification. We suppose that our method can provide homogeneous and significant information for the final analysis. Iterative methods as active contours or level sets are also popular in US image segmentation. Our model is homogeneous and moreover fast enough to be included in such an iterative segmentation scheme.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the Rayleigh mixture model with neighbourhood information (RMMN) in order to characterize ultrasound (US) images. Such a model seems to be well adapted to describe US data because the speckle is known to follow a Rayleigh distribution. We proposed a method to make the Rayleigh mixture model more robust to noise or to outliers by integrating spatial information. We also improved the computation speed by integrating an adaptive window in the model. Experiments on synthetic and real US images demonstrated that our model has higher segmentation accuracy and needs lower computation time than the classical methods.
Applied to US images, the RMMN has two primary advantages: (1) the classification accuracy is promoted because of two reasons: first of all, Rayleigh distribution is more suitable to describe the physics properties of the US image; second, the incorporation of neighbourhood information induces more homogeneous regions; (2) the computation time is reduced sharply because RMMN no longer needs to calculate some time consuming covariance matrices as in Gaussian Mixture Models. The proposed model not only is attractive in clinical applications, but also can be useful as a pre-processing step in more complex US segmentation methods (texture analysis, level sets, active contours and so on). 
